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ABSTRACT

Target population
Adult patients (older than 18 years of age) with newly diagnosed brain metastases.
Question
If whole brain radiation therapy (WBRT) is used, is there an optimal dose/fractionation
schedule?
Recommendations
Level 1: A standard WBRT dose/fractionation schedule (i.e., 30 Gy in 10 fractions or a
biological equivalent dose [BED] of 39 Gy10) is recommended as altered dose/fractionation
schedules do not result in significant differences in median survival or local control.

Level 3: Due to concerns regarding neurocognitive effects, higher dose per fraction schedules
(such as 20 Gy in 5 fractions) are recommended only for patients with poor performance status
or short predicted survival.

Level 3: WBRT can be recommended to improve progression-free survival for patients with
>4 brain metastases.

Question
What impact does tumor histopathology or molecular status have on the decision to use
WBRT, the dose fractionation scheme to be utilized, and its outcomes?
Recommendations
There is insufficient evidence to support the choice of any particular dose/fractionation
regimen based on histopathology. Molecular status may have an impact on the decision to
delay WBRT in subgroups of patients, but there are not sufficient data to make a more
definitive recommendation.
Question
Separate from survival outcomes, what are the neurocognitive consequences of WBRT, and
what steps can be taken to minimize them?
Recommendations

Level 2: Due to neurocognitive toxicity, local therapy (surgery or stereotactice radiosurgery
[SRS]) without WBRT is recommended for patients with <4 brain metastases amenable to
local therapy in terms of size and location.
Level 2: Given the association of neurocognitive toxicity with increasing total dose and dose
per fraction of WBRT, WBRT doses >30 Gy given in 10 fractions, or similar biologically
equivalent doses, are not recommended, except in patients with poor performance status or
short predicted survival.
Level 2: If prophylactic cranial irradiation (PCI) is given to prevent brain metastases for small
cell lung cancer, the recommended WBRT dose/fractionation regimen is 25 Gy in 10 fractions,
and because this can be associated with neurocognitive decline, patients should be told of this
risk at the same time they are counseled about the possible survival benefits.

Level 3: Patients having WBRT (given for either existing brain metastases or as PCI) should
be offered 6 months of memantine to potentially delay, lessen, or prevent the associated
neurocognitive toxicity.
Question
Does the addition of WBRT after surgical resection or radiosurgery improve progression-free
or overall survival outcomes when compared with surgical resection or radiosurgery alone?
Recommendations
Level 2: WBRT is not recommended in World Health Organization (WHO) performance
status 0-2 patients with up to 4 brain metastases because, compared with surgical resection or
radiosurgery alone, the addition of WBRT improves intracranial progression-free survival but
not overall survival.
Level 2: In WHO performance status 0-2 patients with up to 4 brain metastases where the goal
is minimizing neurocognitive toxicity, as opposed to maximizing progression-free survival and
overall survival, local therapy (surgery or radiosurgery) without WBRT is recommended.
Level 3: Compared with surgical resection or radiosurgery alone, the addition of WBRT is not
recommended for patients with more than 4 brain metastases unless the metastases’ volume
exceeds 7 cc, or there are >15 metastases, or the size or location of the metastases are not
amenable to surgical resection or radiosurgery.

57

INTRODUCTION

58

Rationale

59

Whole brain radiation therapy (WBRT) has long been a standard treatment for patients with

60

brain metastases. Based on preclinical and observational data, some physicians alter dose

61

fractionation or withhold WBRT, based on tumor histology. Concern has also been expressed by

62

clinicians regarding the neurocognitive effects of WBRT, particularly if the metastases are

63

amenable to surgical resection or stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS).

64
65

This guideline is based on a systematic review of the evidence available for WBRT dose

66

fractionation regimens and the impact of tumor histopathology on treatment outcomes when

67

WBRT is used for newly diagnosed brain metastases. Due to concerns about neurocognitive

68

toxicity from WBRT, this guideline also reviews the evidence for pharmacologic or technical

69

maneuvers to reduce this toxicity. In addition, this guideline analyzes the data regarding survival

70

outcomes following local therapy with surgical resection or SRS.

71

Objectives

72

This guideline will systematically review the evidence available for altered WBRT dose

73

fractionation and the impact of tumor histopathology on treatment outcomes when WBRT is

74

used. The neurocognitive effects of WBRT, and the strategies for reducing these effects, are

75

addressed. In addition, this guideline will also systematically review the evidence for the use of

76

surgical resection plus WBRT compared with WBRT alone in patients with newly diagnosed,

77

surgically accessible, single brain metastases. The studies identified through this process will be

78

used to make evidence-based recommendations for the role of WBRT in the management of

79

patients with newly diagnosed brain metastases.

80

METHODS

81

Writing Group and Question Establishment

82

The writing group was established by the nominating section and Task Force Chair. The writing

83

group jointly developed the 4 questions relevant to WBRT in the current era. The 4 questions

84

were each assigned to a primary writer. To answer the questions, a comprehensive systematic

85

literature review was performed. Two writers evaluated citations found by the search using a

86

priori criteria for relevance and documented decisions in standardized forms. Cases of

87

disagreement were resolved by a third reviewer. The same methodology was used for full-text

88

screening of potentially relevant papers. Studies that met the eligibility criteria were data

89

extracted by one reviewer and the extracted information was checked by a second reviewer.

90

Literature Review

91

To update questions raised in the prior guidelines, PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane CENTRAL

92

databases were searched for the period from January 1, 2008, to December 31, 2015. For the

93

new question regarding neurocognitive effects, the search extended between January 1, 1990,

94

through December 31, 2015. A broad search strategy using a combination of controlled

95

vocabulary and text words was employed. The search strategies for each database are

96

documented in Table 1.

97

Article Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

98

For new literature to be included for consideration, studies published in full as peer review

99

papers had to meet the following criteria:

100

•

Be published in English with a publication date within the periods described above.

101

•

Involve patients with newly diagnosed parenchymal brain metastases.

102

•

Involve adult patients (>18 years of age).

103

•

Fully-published peer-reviewed articles.

104

•

Use of WBRT after diagnosis of brain metastases has been made.

105

Study Selection and Quality Assessment

106

After an extensive search, 1823 articles were found. The duplicates from the searches in different

107

databases were eliminated. By reviewing the titles and/or abstracts, we excluded all articles

108

referring to leptomeningeal metastases, those discussing exclusively surgery, chemotherapy or

109

radiosurgery and citations that only referred to patients <18 years of age. We also excluded

110

publications that discussed exclusively WBRT for treatment of recurrent/progressive brain

111

metastases, and all articles discussing experimental therapy in animal tumor models. The

112

remaining 172 articles underwent full-text review. Only 61 articles met all of the inclusion

113

criteria and were considered in formulating these evidence-based clinical guidelines. The

114

remaining 111 articles that underwent full-text review were excluded for the following reasons:

115

the results were not presented according to treatment type, the study eligibility or reasons for

116

treatment assignment were not clear, a lack of subgroup analysis by histology or molecular

117

status, the paper was a review, systematic review, letter, or editorial, the study contained too few

118

patients, or the study included a radiographic or non-neurocognitive endpoint.

119

Evidence Classification and Recommendation Levels

120

Both the quality of the evidence and the eventual strength of the recommendations generated by

121

this evidence were graded according to a 3-tiered system for assessing studies addressing

122

diagnostic testing as approved by the American Association of Neurological Surgeons (AANS)/

123

Congress of Neurological Surgeons (CNS) Joint Guidelines Review Committee on criteria

124

(https://www.cns.org/guidelines/guideline-procedures-policies/guideline-development-

125

methodology).

126

Assessment for Risk of Bias

127

A list of article titles and abstracts was produced by the search, using the search strategies

128

presented in Table 1. To avoid bias due to selective choice of articles, the decision to review and

129

utilize the full article was made by at least 2 authors. The authors of this guideline represent

130

multiple specialties. The decision to classify a study as Class I, II, or III was first made by the

131

primary author of each of the 4 questions, and then reviewed by at least 1 other author. The

132

strength of the recommendation was also proposed by the primary author and then discussed and

133

modified by all authors.

134

RESULTS

135

If WBRT is used, is there an optimal dose/fractionation schedule?

136

In the 2010 guideline, 17 studies met the eligibility criteria for this question.1 These unique

137

studies fell into 3 evidence class categories as follows: 9 randomized controlled trials (RCT)

138

Class I studies2-10 and 1 Class II randomized phase I/II trial,11 7 other Class II studies12-17

139

(retrospective cohort studies), and 1 Class III study18 (prospective cohort study with historical

140

controls). Since 2008, there have been 3 additional studies that met eligibility criteria: 1 Class I

141

study19 and 2 Class III studies.20, 21 Table 2 summarizes the 14 RCT studies from the old and new

142

guidelines that informed the recommendations.

143
144

Expressing radiation dosages in terms of the biological equivalent dose (BED) takes into account

145

the total dose of radiation, fraction size, and overall time to deliver the radiation, and presumed

146

repair of irradiated tissue.22, 23 The 2010 guidelines found no meaningful improvement in any

147

endpoint relative to dose or BED; specifically, survival was not improved. In addition, no dose-

148

effect was identified for quality of life (QOL) or neurologic function. Given the paucity of Class

149

I studies published since the 2010 guidelines, these BED analyses were not updated.

150
151

Despite previously published phase III studies (all Class I studies) finding no disadvantage to

152

very short, accelerated treatments, there have been few recent studies evaluating this further.2, 6,

153

10

154

4.5 Gy fractions twice daily for 2 days, concluded that this treatment was effective in terms of

155

symptom relief (63%) and median survival time (7 months), but agreed that further phase III

156

studies were required.24

One recent phase II study of short accelerated radiation therapy (RT), such as 18 Gy given in

157
158

One of the evolving techniques of WBRT is to use a simultaneous integrated boost (SIB).25, 26

159

The decision to do a SIB may be based on the size of the brain metastases or histology of the

160

primary cancer.27 Rodrigues et al 25 reported on such a technique for 120 patients with

161

oligometastatic brain metastases (< 7 lesions with cumulative volume < 30 cc) treated at 2

162

centers between 2005 and 2010. Using an arc-based image-guided system, patients received 20

163

Gy in 5 fractions WBRT while simultaneously receiving 40 Gy in 5 fractions to the

164

oligometastases. With a median follow-up of 4.7 months, 23% of deceased patients died of

165

intracranial disease. The median survival time was 5.9 months. As in other WBRT studies, poor

166

performance status, lung cancer histology, and the presence of systemic disease were identified

167

as poor prognostic factors. A phase II study comparing this technique to traditional SRS

168

techniques is ongoing in Canada (NCT01543542).

169
170

In summary, a standard WBRT dose/fractionation schedule (i.e., 30 Gy in 10 fractions or a BED

171

of 39 Gy10) is recommended because altered dose/fractionation schedules do not result in

172

significant differences in median survival or local control. However, due to concerns regarding

173

neurocognitive effects, higher dose per fraction schedules (such as 20 Gy in 5 fractions) are

174

recommended only for patients with poor performance status or short predicted survival. The

175

more difficult issue is when to recommend WBRT. As seen throughout the following questions,

176

the role of WBRT has declined, because more patients are treated with local therapies

177

(radiosurgery or surgery) or supportive care. Studies of local therapy with or without WBRT

178

have only been conducted in patients with <4 brain metastases.28 This lead to the Level 3

179

recommendation of WBRT to reduce progression-free survival for patients with >4 brain

180

metastases. The use of systemic therapy only is addressed more thoroughly in other chapters.

181
182

What impact does tumor histopathology or molecular status have on the decision to use

183

WBRT, the dose fractionation scheme to be utilized, and its outcomes?

184

In the 2010 guidelines, only 1 paper met the eligibility criteria for this slightly modified

185

question.29 The question was reworded in this guideline to address the issue of timing of WBRT

186

relative to systemic therapy. This updated literature search identified 3 additional papers, all

187

Class II or III.30-32 In addition, an older Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) Class I

188

study primarily asking a question regarding dose/fractionation was considered because it

189

stratified patients according to site of primary cancer (lung vs breast vs other).33

190
191

Borgelt et al,33 in a Class II study, concluded that the results of WBRT were no different between

192

3 histopathology groups: lung, breast, or “other.” No regimen was shown to be superior over

193

another regimen according to these histopathology groups. However, a later retrospective

194

analysis of RTOG and multi-institutional data has uncovered diagnosis (histology) specific

195

prognostic factors.34 This retrospective analysis of 3940 patients with newly diagnosed brain

196

metastases led to the Graded Prognostic Assessment Index that can be used to estimate survival

197

for patients with brain metastases from non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), small cell lung

198

cancer (SCLC), melanoma, renal cell cancer, breast cancer, or gastrointestinal cancers. Because

199

these patients had undergone a variety of treatments, including WBRT, SRS, surgery, and

200

various combinations, the authors were careful to conclude that although histology may

201

influence prognosis, there were insufficient data to predict the relative benefits of one treatment

202

over another.

203
204

Lung cancer has been identified in several studies to have a different outcome when treated with

205

WBRT than other histologies. In RTOG 9508, patients with 1 to 3 newly diagnosed brain

206

metastases were randomized to receive either WBRT or WBRT followed by a SRS boost.35 The

207

primary study outcome was overall survival, and secondary outcomes were tumor response, local

208

control rates, overall intracranial recurrence rates, cause of death, and performance

209

measurements. No difference between WBRT alone versus WBRT followed by SRS was found

210

in these primary or secondary endpoints for the study group at large. However, a subset analysis

211

found improved survival, which reached statistical significance in multivariate analysis, for

212

patients who received the combination of WBRT and SRS, as opposed to WBRT alone, in

213

squamous cell and non-small-cell histology, which is usually seen in patients with lung cancer.

214
215

The molecular analysis of lung cancer has also brought about significant changes in the approach

216

to brain metastases with either epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutations or

217

echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4/anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK)

218

rearrangements.36, 37 Two small institutional retrospective Class III case series of patients with

219

lung cancer brain metastases treated with WBRT attempted to determine the impact of EGFR

220

mutation in treatment outcome.30, 31 Both studies found that an EGFR mutation was predictive

221

for improved treatment response following WBRT. Gow et al31 also concluded from a small

222

retrospective study that the addition of a tyrosine-kinase inhibitor to WBRT was independently

223

associated with improved treatment response in EGFR-mutated patients. Small retrospective

224

studies in EGFR-mutated lung cancer patients have found that first-line tyrosine kinase inhibitors

225

(TKI) without WBRT are associated with response or stability in brain metastases, but that

226

intracranial progression requiring WBRT occurs in most patients.38 Despite the controversy

227

regarding treatment for this subset of lung cancer patients, there are no ongoing phase III studies

228

comparing WBRT to TKIs in EGFR-mutated or echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like

229

4/anaplastic lymphoma kinase rearranged patients.

230
231

Molecular analyses in patients with breast cancer have also uncovered the importance of human

232

epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) status on the outcome of patients with breast cancer

233

brain metastases undergoing WBRT. In a class III study, Wolstenholme et al32 reported the

234

results of WBRT observed in 88 HER2-positive patients and 93 HER2-negative patients, with

235

heterogeneous chemotherapy regimens, including trastuzumab treatment in 53 of the 88 HER2-

236

positive patients. Twelve patients also received additional SRS. The study concluded that an

237

improved median survival following WBRT was associated with HER2-positive status.

238

However, the results were confounded by the observation that HER2-positive patients may have

239

had more aggressive treatment for their brain metastases.

240

241

Though this systematic review of the literature was limited in terms of higher class data that

242

specifically addressed the question of the impact of histopathology/molecular status on treatment

243

outcomes following WBRT, it appears that the use of WBRT has waned, particularly in certain

244

primary histologies. For example, several retrospective Class III case series have concluded that

245

SRS alone for melanoma brain metastases, even if numerous, is associated with a reasonable

246

outcome.39-41 Prospective studies are needed, and a randomized prospective trial investigating the

247

role of WBRT in melanoma brain metastases is reported to be underway.42

248
249

In summary, there is insufficient evidence to support the choice of any particular

250

dose/fractionation regimen based on histopathology. Molecular status may have an impact on

251

the decision to delay WBRT in subgroups of patients but there are not sufficient data to make a

252

more definitive recommendation. The role of WBRT, as opposed to SRS alone, is also

253

controversial in many histologies, but particularly for patients with melanoma. RCTs that are

254

histology- or molecular status-specific are necessary to resolve many of these issues.

255

What are the neurocognitive consequences of WBRT, and what steps can be taken to

256

minimize it?

257

This is a new question since the prior guidelines were published, reflecting the growing concern

258

about the neurocognitive effects of WBRT. The effects of WBRT on neurocognitive functions

259

can be subdivided into whether or not patients have demonstrable brain metastases at the time of

260

WBRT, or whether WBRT is being used for prophylactic cranial irradiation (PCI). Six studies

261

of the neurocognitive effects of WBRT in the PCI setting for SCLC are summarized in Table

262

4.43-48 These studies primarily included patients with SCLC histology, although Sun et al45

263

reported on the neurocognitive outcome of PCI in patients with NSCLC.

264
265

An early phase III trial by Arriagada et al.48 reported neurocognition as a secondary endpoint for

266

patients with limited stage SCLC. There was no difference found in the 2-year cumulative

267

incidence of negative change in cognitive “higher functions” (36% if no PCI, vs 30% with PCI, p

268

= NS). This study was given a Class II designation due to the lack of definition for “higher

269

functions” testing, or criteria used to define decline in testing. Gregor et al.47 also found no

270

difference in neurocognition at 6 months or 1 year following PCI. This RCT was given a Class II

271

designation for several reasons: neurocognition was only a secondary endpoint, and

272

neurocognitive baseline testing was available in only 40% of patients, leading to potential issues

273

of selection bias and small patient numbers. Slotman et al.46 reported neurocognition within a

274

phase III RCT for patients with extensive stage SCLC. There was no statistical difference in

275

worsened cognitive functioning at 3 months (PCI: 22.4% versus no PCI: 10%, p = NS). This

276

study had a large number of patients treated with a PCI dose/fractionation scheme not as

277

frequently used in the United States (20 Gy in 5 fractions). Another limitation was that the

278

neurocognitive endpoint was taken from a subset of primarily QOL questionnaires. Sun et al.45

279

reported the neurocognitive outcomes in an RCT of PCI or no PCI for NSCLC histology.

280

Patients in the PCI arm had a significant deterioration in memory, measured by the Hopkins

281

Verbal Learning Test-Revised (HVLT-R), at 1 year. However, there was no difference found in

282

global cognition measured by the Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE) or QOL between

283

arms. This study represents Class I data due to a relatively large patient population, intact

284

randomization, and the use of more sensitive neurocognitive testing.

285
286

Two studies investigated the cognitive effect of various PCI dose/fractionation regimens for

287

patients with PCI.43, 44 Le Pechoux et al44 found no significant difference in neurocognitive

288

outcomes between 36 Gy and 25 Gy PCI. However, Wolfson et al43 reported secondary

289

endpoints of a large randomized phase II trial using a modern battery of neurocognitive

290

assessments and reported a significantly higher rate of neurocognitive decline with 36 Gy versus

291

25 Gy at 12-months (85 – 89% vs 60%, p = 0.02). Increasing age was also a significant

292

predictive factor for neurocognitive decline. Thus, the class II evidence from the Wolfson et al43

293

study allows one to infer that WBRT doses exceeding 30 Gy in 10 fractions (or similar BEDs)

294

are associated with greater likelihood of neurological decline.

295
296

Three studies summarized in Table 5 met inclusion criteria for tracking neurocognitive outcome

297

following local brain therapy (primarily SRS) versus local brain therapy and WBRT for patients

298

with known brain metastases.49-51 Chang et al50 randomized patients with 1 to 3 brain metastases

299

to SRS alone versus SRS and WBRT. A sensitive battery of neurocognitive assessments was

300

utilized with neurocognition as the study’s primary endpoint. The study showed significantly

301

higher rates of deterioration in recall at 4 months with the addition of WBRT (SRS + WBRT:

302

52% vs SRS: 24%, p(A > B) 96%). Another study by Aoyama et al49 randomized patients with 1

303

to 4 brain metastases to SRS versus SRS and WBRT, and used the MMSE as a measure of global

304

cognition. This study found no difference in MMSE preservation rates between arms at both 12

305

and 24 months. In fact, they showed that intracranial tumor control was the most important factor

306

in cognitive preservation. In a more recent study, Brown et al52 similarly showed that the

307

addition of WBRT to SRS was associated with significantly higher rates of cognitive decline and

308

memory decline at 3 months (SRS + WBRT 92% vs SRS 64%, p<0.001).

309
310

Soffietti et al51 reported the secondary cognitive outcome of local therapy (SRS or surgery) with

311

or without WBRT in an RCT by the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of

312

Cancer (EORTC). The authors reported that WBRT was associated with significantly more

313

decline in 12-month cognitive functioning than local therapy alone. This trial was graded as

314

Class II due to the use of primarily QOL questionnaires to measure cognition and the mixing of

315

post-surgical and SRS local therapy patients into a single group.

316
317

Four studies summarized in Table 6 met the inclusion criteria for medications or radiation

318

techniques evaluated for their efficacy in minimizing the neurocognitive effects of WBRT for

319

patients with known brain metastases.53-56 Three of these trials investigated the use of

320

medications to mitigate the neurocognitive effects of RT in patients with known brain metastases

321

or primary brain tumors.54, 55, 56 Butler et al55 reported an RCT of methylphenidate versus

322

placebo, with approximately 50% of patients having metastatic brain tumors. MMSE was used as

323

the primary measure of cognition. There were no differences in MMSE scores between arms <8

324

weeks post-radiation. Brown et al56 reported a phase III RCT of memantine versus placebo in

325

patients with brain metastases treated with WBRT. There was no significant difference in the

326

decline of delayed recall (the primary endpoint) in the memantine arm compared with the

327

placebo arm. However, time to cognitive failure, defined as the first cognitive failure on any of

328

the neurocognitive tests, was found to significantly favor the memantine arm (hazard ratio, 0.78,

329

p=0.01). Rapp et al53 reported a phase III trial of donepezil versus placebo for patients with

330

metastatic or primary brain tumors status post-completion of partial brain RT or WBRT. Patients

331

in both groups showed improved cognitive function at 24 weeks, but there was no significant

332

difference in overall cognitive composite score between the donepezil and placebo arms

333

(p=0.48). However, several specific cognitive functions, such as immediate and delayed recall,

334

did show improvement, and patients with greater baseline impairment were more likely to have

335

the greatest benefit from donepezil.

336
337

Gondi et al54 reported a single arm phase II trial of hippocampal avoidance WBRT (HA-WBRT).

338

The results of this trial were compared with a historical control of conventional WBRT. HA-

339

WBRT was associated with a lower rate of decline in delayed recall at 4 months, 7% with HA-

340

WBRT as opposed to 30% in historical control, p=0.0003.

341
342

In summary, there is evidence that the addition of WBRT to local therapy (primarily SRS) is

343

associated with increased risk of significant neurocognitive decline in patients with brain

344

metastases. This decline is apparent as early as 3 months post-WBRT and can persist in long-

345

term survivors. This supports a Level 2 recommendation that local therapy (surgery or SRS)

346

without additional WBRT is recommended for patients with <4 brain metastases that are

347

amenable to local therapy in terms of size and location. The evidence also supports a Level 2

348

recommendation that WBRT doses not exceed 30 Gy given in 10 fractions, or similar BEDs

349

except in patients with poor performance status or short predicted survival. WBRT given as PCI

350

also has detrimental effects on neurocognition, although these detrimental effects have to be

351

weighed against the small survival benefit of PCI.57 There is evidence that higher doses of PCI

352

are associated with higher levels of neurocognitive detriment, particularly in older patients.43, 44

353

This supports the Level 2 recommendation that the recommended PCI WBRT dose/fractionation

354

regimen is 25 Gy in 10 fractions, and because this can be associated with neurocognitive decline,

355

patients should be told of this risk at the same time they are counseled about the possible survival

356

benefits.

357
358

There is Class I evidence that memantine has a nonsignificant trend towards neurocognitive

359

protection in patients with brain metastases undergoing WBRT. This supports the Level 3

360

recommendation to place patients having WBRT (given for either existing brain metastases or as

361

PCI) on 6 months of memantine to potentially delay, lessen, or prevent the associated

362

neurocognitive toxicity. The evidence for donepezil is moderate, and there is insufficient

363

evidence that methylphenidate is beneficial. There is additional evidence suggesting that HA

364

WBRT may significantly reduce the risk of neurocognitive decline compared with conventional

365

WBRT. There are ongoing RCTs of WBRT with or without HA for patients with either known

366

brain metastases or receiving WBRT in the PCI setting.

367
368

Does the addition of WBRT after surgical resection or radiosurgery improve progression-

369

free or overall survival outcomes when compared with surgical resection or radiosurgery

370

alone?

371

This is a new question raised since the publication of the 2010 guidelines in which there was

372

insufficient evidence to address the value of WBRT following SRS.1 The previous guidelines

373

only addressed surgical resection and WBRT, or WBRT alone. In this guideline, the authors

374

have expanded the scope of treatment and have the results of studies of local therapy, including

375

either surgery or SRS, with or without WBRT. Prospective RCTs addressing this issue are

376

summarized in Table 7.28, 58, 59 Sahgal et al60 published a 2015 meta-analysis evaluating SRS and

377

WBRT compared with SRS alone. While this study was not included in our data table as primary

378

evidence, conclusions gleaned from this study are relevant to this review. Since an earlier

379

question addressed the neurocognitive outcomes of WBRT, this question addresses progression-

380

free or overall survival outcomes.

381
382

The first large-scale, prospective RCT demonstrating the efficacy of WBRT following

383

neurosurgical resection of a single solitary BM was reported by Patchell et al58 in 1998. The

384

primary endpoint was intracranial disease control. Improved local control and cumulative

385

intracranial control were observed in patients who received postoperative WBRT when

386

compared with patients who did not receive the adjuvant therapy. Local tumor recurrence in the

387

resection cavity, as well as distant intracranial metastatic disease, was reduced in the patients

388

who received WBRT, as opposed to those who did not. There was also a significant decrease in

389

the incidence of death resulting from neurological sequelae in patients who received WBRT.

390

Although there was no significant difference found between the adjuvant WBRT versus

391

observation groups in terms of overall survival or length of functional independence, the primary

392

endpoint measured in this study was metastatic recurrence in the brain, and the sample sizes were

393

likely underpowered for these analyses.

394
395

An RCT published in 2006 by Aoyama et al59 (JROSG99-1) randomized 132 patients with 1 to 4

396

brain metastases, each <3 cm in diameter, to receive either SRS alone or SRS and WBRT. The

397

primary endpoint was overall survival, but secondary outcomes included local recurrence, rate of

398

salvage brain treatment, functional preservation, toxic effects, and cause of death. In the SRS

399

only group, median survival time and the 1-year actuarial survival rate were not significantly

400

different from the SRS and WBRT group. Intracranial recurrence rate at 1 year was higher in the

401

SRS group than the SRS and WBRT group (76.4% vs 46.8%, p<0.001). Salvage brain treatment

402

was significantly higher in the SRS alone group; however, the incidence of neurologic-related

403

deaths was not statistically significant. The authors concluded that the addition of WBRT to

404

SRS therapy improved local and intracranial control but did not improve overall survival.

405
406

The EORTC 22952-26001 trial, as described by Kocher et al28 in 2011, randomized 359 patients,

407

WHO performance status of 0-2, who had received local therapy (either SRS or surgical

408

resection of <3 brain metastases) to either the local therapy only or local therapy followed by

409

WBRT. The primary endpoint was time to decline to WHO Performance Status (WHO PS) > 2.

410

Secondary endpoints included frequency and location of intracranial relapse, progression-free

411

survival, and overall survival. The investigators reported that within the surgical subgroup,

412

adjuvant WBRT reduced the probability of both local and distal relapse to new intracranial sites

413

when compared to patients who did not receive WBRT (59% to 27%, p<0.001 and 42% to

414

23%, p=0.008, respectively). In the pooled analyses of surgery and SRS, the median time to

415

WHO PS > 2 was 10.0 months in the local therapy only arm and 9.5 months in the local therapy

416

and WBRT arm (p=0.71). In a multivariate analysis, the only factors significantly impacting

417

WHO PS outcomes were the baseline WHO PS (0 vs 2, p=0.004) and the presence of

418

macroscopic tumor outside the brain (absent vs present, p<0.001). Median progression-free

419

survival was not significantly longer in the WBRT arm when compared with the observation arm

420

(4.6 months vs 3.9 months, p=0.20). Overall survival was similar between the two arms. Death

421

resulting from neurologic sequelae was significantly greater in the local therapy arm. Systemic

422

disease progression was the most common cause of death in both arms of the study. The results

423

from this RCT provide further evidence that WBRT is an effective modality to decrease

424

intracranial metastatic recurrence and neurologic death, but this does not translate to an improved

425

duration of functional independence or overall survival. The investigators concluded that in well-

426

performing patients with stable systemic disease and <3 brain metastases, WBRT could be

427

withheld if serial imaging is performed.

428
429

The North Central Cancer Treatment Group Alliance N0574 Trial was reported by Brown et al52

430

in 2016, falling outside the reference search window, and therefore was not utilized when

431

forming the recommendations.52 This prospective, multi-institutional RCT was designed to

432

investigate the effect of adjuvant WBRT on cognitive function in patients with 1 to 3 BM treated

433

with SRS. This study was graded as Class II evidence because secondary endpoints included

434

time to intracranial failure, QOL, treatment toxicity, functional independence, individual

435

cognitive assessment outcomes, long-term cognitive status, and overall survival. It was shown

436

that patients who received adjuvant therapy experienced significant deterioration in cognitive

437

function and quality of life at 3 months. Patients receiving adjuvant WBRT had better

438

intracranial control rates; however, this did not lead to improved overall survival. The

439

investigators concluded that in patients with 1 to 3 brain metastases amenable to radiosurgery,

440

SRS alone may be the preferred treatment modality. Retrospective studies were not used to form

441

the recommendation but they also conclude that the addition of WBRT to SRS or surgery is

442

associated with improved local control and distant intracranial control, but not survival.61, 62

443
444

Lastly, a 2015 meta-analysis by Sahgal et al60 combined 3 phase III trials to perform a pooled

445

analysis of patients with 1 to 4 brain metastases treated with either SRS alone or SRS + WBRT.

446

The pooled data were individual data obtained from 3 RCTs.28, 50, 59 Primary outcomes included

447

survival and local and distant intracranial failure. In total, 364 of the pooled 389 patients met the

448

inclusion criteria and were included in the meta-analysis. Fifty-one percent were treated with

449

SRS alone and 49% were treated with SRS + WBRT. The results showed that patients <50 years

450

of age had a significant survival benefit when SRS was used alone. The median survival for

451

these younger patients was 13.6 months in the SRS only group as opposed to 8.2 months in the

452

SRS and WBRT group (p=0.04). Furthermore, in patients 50 years of age or less, there was no

453

significant difference between the 2 treatment groups with respect to distant brain failure. In

454

older patients, the risk of observed distant failure was higher in the SRS alone cohort.

455

Additionally, patients of any age with a single brain metastases had a lower chance of developing

456

further brain metastases as compared to those patients with 2 to 4 brain metastases (hazard ratio=

457

0.63). In all patients, SRS and WBRT was associated with a lower hazard of local brain failure

458

than SRS alone (hazard ratio 2.56). Median time to death in the SRS alone versus SRS + WBRT

459

was 10 versus 8.2 months, respectively. The authors concluded that SRS alone is the

460

recommended initial therapy of patients <50 years of age with 1 to 4 brain metastases.

461
462

Several Class III studies have addressed the use of SRS alone in patients with > 4 brain

463

metastases and confirmed that overall survival is not different for patients with > 4 brain

464

metastases compared with 1 or 2 to 4 metastases.63, 64 In 1 study, patients with total tumor

465

volumes > 7 cc or > 7 metastases had significantly poorer overall survival than patients with

466

smaller volumes or number of metastases.65 However, when comparing survival according to the

467

RTOG-recursive partitioning analysis (RPA) classifications, patients undergoing SRS appeared

468

to have an improved survival compared with the RTOG historical classification groups.66

469

Another retrospective study found that overall survival was predicted more by the volume of

470

brain metastases and distant metastases, rather than the number of metastases.67 Chang et al64

471

reached a similar conclusion, in that the overall survival was not significantly different in

472

patients treated with SRS for 1 to 5, 6 to 10, 11 to 15, or >15 brain metastases, with a median

473

survival of 10 months. The overall median progression-free survival was 9 months for thetotal

474

group as opposed to 6 months in patients with >15 lesions (p=0.028). However, patients with

475

more than 15 metastases had a shorter time to progression of new brain metastases.

476
477

In summary, compared with surgical resection or radiosurgery alone, WBRT improves

478

intracranial progression-free survival but not overall survival in patients <4 brain metastases.

479

This supports a Level 2 recommendation to not proceed to WBRT in WHO performance status

480

0-2 patients with <4 brain metastases because, compared with surgical resection or radiosurgery

481

alone, the addition of WBRT improves intracranial progression-free survival but not overall

482

survival. However, local therapy alone is associated with a higher incidence of both local and

483

distant intracranial tumor recurrence, and prospective randomized studies in patients with >4

484

brain metastases have not been conducted. This supports the following Level 3 recommendation,

485

“Compared with surgical resection or radiosurgery alone, the addition of WBRT is not

486

recommended for patients with >4 brain metastases unless the metastases’ volume exceeds 7 cc,

487

or there are >15 metastases, or the size or location of the metastases are not amenable to surgical

488

resection or radiosurgery.”

489
490

Synthesis of Results

491

WBRT has been a treatment of brain metastases for many years, and RCTs, summarized in Table

492

2, have evaluated various dose fractionation regimens. These provide Class I evidence that

493

altered dose/fractionation schedules of WBRT do not result in significant differences in median

494

survival, local control or neurocognitive function when compared with “standard” WBRT dose /

495

fractionation such as 30 Gy in 10 daily fractions. The choice of which dose/fractionation scheme

496

to use is based on a combination of patient convenience and life expectancy. There is concern

497

that WBRT delivered with a high dose per fraction, (ie, >4 Gy per fraction) leads to more

498

frequent or severe neurocognitive impairment, although studies of altered fractionation did not

499

incorporate very robust neurocognitive testing.

500
501

Relatively few studies, summarized in Table 3, have been done to evaluate the outcomes of

502

WBRT according to the histopathology or molecular status of the primary cancer. One group of

503

patients who may not benefit from immediate WBRT are NSCLC patients with mutant EGFR or

504

ALK-rearranged cancers. Targeted therapy is an option as initial treatment for asymptomatic

505

brain metastases not amenable to SRS, withholding WBRT until the time of intracranial

506

progression. However, mutant EGFR or ALK-rearranged status is also a positive prognostic

507

factor for WBRT response after WBRT. The question remains as to the optimal timing of

508

WBRT, or whether EGFR or ALK status can be used to predict the benefit of WBRT as opposed

509

to other treatment modalities. Outside of lung cancer, few studies have been done that are

510

relevant to this question. Retrospective studies suggest that HER2-positive patients may have

511

improved outcomes following WBRT compared with HER2-negative patients. The role of

512

WBRT, as opposed to SRS, is also controversial in many histologies, but particularly for patients

513

with melanoma. RCTs that are histology- or molecular status-specific are necessary to sort out

514

many of these issues.

515
516

An important addition to this guideline is the question regarding the effect of WBRT on

517

neurocognition. Tables 4, 5, and 6 summarize the neurocognitive effects seen with WBRT or

518

PCI. They also summarize the studies whose goal was to ameliorate these effects. Class I data

519

demonstrate that the addition of WBRT to local therapy (SRS or surgery) is associated with an

520

increased risk of significant neurocognitive decline in patients with <4 brain metastases. This

521

decline is apparent as early as 3 months post-RT and can persist in long-term survivors. Class I

522

evidence also exists to support the Level 3 recommendation to utilize memantine for its

523

nonstatistical tendency of neurocognitive protective effects in patients with brain metastases

524

undergoing WBRT. There is lower level evidence suggesting that HA-WBRT may reduce the

525

risk of neurocognitive decline compared with conventional WBRT.

526
527

Table 7 summarizes the additional data used to evaluate the effectiveness of WBRT on non-

528

cognitive endpoints, such as progression-free or overall survival. There are RCTs evaluating the

529

use of surgical resection with or without WBRT in the treatment of patients with 1 brain

530

metastasis. Other RCTs evaluated the use of SRS with or without WBRT for patients with 1 to 4

531

brain metastases. Withholding WBRT during initial treatment is associated with a higher

532

incidence of both local and distant intracranial tumor recurrence but without a detriment to

533

overall survival or performance status. This led to the Level 1 recommendation of surgical

534

resection or SRS alone as the initial treatment for patients with <4 brain metastases. However,

535

there are no Class I studies addressing the benefit of WBRT for patients with more than four

536

brain metastases. Since WBRT improves progression-free survival, this supports a Level 3

537

recommendation of WBRT following surgical resection or radiosurgery alone.

538
539

CONCLUSION AND KEY ISSUES FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

540

The use of WBRT has declined over the past 10 years as the use of local and systemic therapies

541

has evolved. A question asked constantly by clinicians is: when is it appropriate to use WBRT?

542

Since the prior publication of this guideline, there have been few studies comparing various

543

dose/fractionation schemes for WBRT. Unless future studies incorporate more sophisticated

544

measures of neurocognitive outcome, there is little need to repeat these studies.

545
546

However, technological developments allow WBRT to be delivered with HA to potentially

547

reduce the probability of neurocognitive deficits, which are the most concerning side effect of

548

WBRT. Randomized studies are ongoing to see whether HA does lead to less cognitive

549

impairment without any reduction in intracranial control. Another technological development

550

has been the ability to do an SIB, delivering a higher dose to targeted lesions during a course of

551

WBRT. Prospective trials are ongoing to better support the efficacy of HA and SIB.

552
553

The question of when to recommend WBRT, or whether it is of any benefit at all to patients with

554

certain histopathologic or molecular subtypes remains controversial. Recent studies have

555

indicated that the prognosis of brain metastases is more dependent on histopathology or

556

molecular features of the primary cancer than had been appreciated. The role of WBRT as

557

opposed to SRS is also controversial in many histologies, but particularly for patients with

558

melanoma. Whether these histopathology/molecular marker subtypes are both prognostic and

559

predictive of outcomes of WBRT is less clear. Future prospective randomized trials of issues

560

related to WBRT are likely to be more “targeted” to specific populations, such as specific

561

primary cancers or even specific molecular targets. Examples of possible study groups would be

562

HER2-negative breast cancer, EGFR-mutated adenocarcinoma of the lung, or melanoma.

563

NSCLC cancer patients have been studied in a phase III RCT.68 Patients with NSCLC and

564

newly diagnosed or progressive brain metastases not amenable to surgical resection or

565

radiosurgery were randomized to either WBRT or supportive care only. There was a broad range

566

of eligibility criteria, but the primary was uncontrolled in approximately two-thirds of patients

567

with extracranial metastases present in >50% of patients and a median Karnofsky Performance

568

Scale score of 60. No significant difference in median survival was found between patients

569

receiving WBRT or supportive care only. The median survival of just 8 to 9 weeks is lower than

570

most prospective studies in brain metastases and raises the question of how patients were

571

selected for the study. In subset analysis, WBRT appeared to provide a survival benefit to

572

patients who were either young, had a controlled primary cancer, or had a low RPA.

573

Nevertheless, this study supports a recommendation of supportive care only for elderly lung

574

cancer patients with a poor Karnofsky Performance Scale score, uncontrolled primary, or

575

progressive systemic disease. Future guidelines will hopefully be able to address this issue in

576

more depth.

577
578

There have also been pharmacologic developments to ameliorate the neurocognitive effects of

579

WBRT. The most promising drug is memantine, started early in the course of WBRT and

580

continued for >6 months. Memantine is well tolerated, and few patients will refuse to take it

581

given the risks and benefits. It has been utilized in a North American study of WBRT with

582

HA.53 There is also concern for the potential neurocognitive detriment caused by PCI in patients

583

without known brain metastases. There is an ongoing trial to determine if HA would be

584

beneficial in this patient population (NRG-CC003). This trial randomizes patients with SCLC to

585

PCI to 25 Gy in 10 fractions with or without hippocampal avoidance.

586
587

The decision regarding local therapies (SRS and surgery) as opposed to WBRT needs further

588

prospective studies when there are >4 brain metastases. Studies have clearly shown that local

589

therapy is sufficient and reasonable for patients with 1 to 4 brain metastases but the treatment of

590

patients with more numerous metastases still needs to be addressed. Technically, large number

591

of lesions can be treated with SRS, but is that necessarily the appropriate treatment? The main

592

reason to use SRS is partly the convenience to the patient of a short treatment but seems

593

primarily related to concerns of neurocognitive deficit following WBRT and many patients will

594

currently refuse WBRT even when it is recommended. Studies of SRS have not yet documented

595

the neurocognitive effects of SRS, particularly if there are >4 lesions. Further studies to evaluate

596

the timing of WBRT relative to local therapies or systemic therapy would be beneficial to

597

develop patient-specific treatment plans.
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Figure 1 PRISMA Flow Diagram
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Records excluded
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reasons
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29–Results not presented according
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surgery)

Studies included in
qualitative synthesis
(n = 61)

11–Study eligibility/reasons for
treatment assignment not clear
7–No subgroup analysis by
histology/molecular status
33–Review/systematic
review/editorial/expert
option/correspondence
13–Too few patients
18–Radiographic or nonneurocognitive endpoint
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TABLES

641

Table 1 Search Strategies
PUBMED (NLM), searched on February 3-4, 2016:
Step 1: Brain Neoplasms [Mesh]
Step 2: (brain OR brainstem OR intracranial) AND (cancer OR tumor* OR tumour* OR
neoplasm*) [TIAB]
Step 3: #1 OR #2
Step 4: Neoplasm Metastasis [Mesh]
Step 5: (brain OR brainstem OR intracranial) AND (Metastas*) [TIAB]
Step 6: #4 OR #5
Step 7: #3 AND #6
Step 8: Brain neoplasms/secondary [Mesh]
Step 9: #7 OR #8
Step 10: Cranial irradiation [Mesh]
Step 11: WBRT [TIAB]
Step 12: “whole brain” [TIAB] AND (radiotherap* OR radiation OR radiation therap* OR
irradiation) [TIAB]
Step 13: #10 OR #11 OR #12
Step 14: #9 AND #13
Step 15: #14 AND English [Lang]
Step 16: (animals [MeSH] NOT humans [MeSH]) OR case reports [PT] OR review [PT] OR
comment [PT] OR letter [PT] OR editorial [PT] OR addresses [PT] OR news [PT] OR
“newspaper article” [PT]
Step 17: #15 NOT #16
Step 18: #17 AND ("1990/10/01"[PDAT] : "2015/12/31"[PDAT])
Embase, searched on February 3-4, 2016:
Step 1: ‘Brain tumor’/exp
Step 2: ((brain OR brainstem OR intracranial) NEAR/3 (cancer OR tumor* OR tumour* OR
neoplasm*)):ab, ti
Step 3: #1 OR #2

Step 4: ‘brain metastasis’/exp
Step 5: ((brain OR brainstem OR intracranial) NEXT/3 metastas*):ab,ti
Step 6: #4 OR #5
Step 7: #3 AND #6
Step 8: ‘brain radiation’/exp
Step 9: WBRT:ab,ti
Step 10: (‘whole brain’ NEXT/3 (radiation OR radiotherapy* OR irradiation)):ab,ti
Step 11: #8 OR #9 OR #10
Step 12: #7 AND #11
Step 13: Limits: English, humans, 1990-2015, article OR conference paper NOT case report
COCHRANE, searched on February 3-4, 2016:
Step 1: MeSH descriptor: [Brain Neoplasms] explode all trees
Step 2: ((brain OR brainstem OR intracranial) NEAR/3 (cancer OR tumor* OR tumour* OR
neoplasm*)):ti,ab,kw
Step 3: #1 OR #2
Step 4: MeSH descriptor: [Neoplasm Metastasis] explode all trees
Step 5: ((brain OR brainstem OR intracranial) NEAR/3 Metastas*):ti,ab,kw
Step 6: #4 OR #5
Step 7: #3 AND #6
Step 8: MeSH descriptor: [Brain neoplasms/secondary]
Step 9: #7 OR #8
Step 10: MeSH descriptor: [Cranial irradiation] explode all trees
Step 11: WBRT:ti,ab,kw
Step 12: (‘whole brain’ NEXT/3 (radiation OR radiotherapy* OR irradiation)):ti,ab,kw

Step 13: #10 OR #11 OR #12
Step 14: #9 AND #13
Step 15: Filtered 1990-2015
642
643

644
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Table 2. Outcomes of different dose/fractionation schedules of whole brain radiation therapy
Author
(Year)
Sayed21
(2015)

Description of Study

Data
Class

Study description
Prospective nonrandomized study at
1 center to compare 2 WBRT
regimens for differences in response
and overall survival.
Patient population
93 patients with MRI scan with >3
brain metastases, good performance
status.
Treatment regimen
G1: 20 Gy in 4 Gy fractions (n = 54)
G2: 30 Gy in 3 Gy fractions (n = 39)

III

Conclusions
Results
Median survival
G1: 9 months
G2: 10 months
(p = 0.02)
MRI response at 3 months (partial
response or stable)
G1: 85%
G2: 87%
(p = NS)
Author’s conclusions
No significant difference in response
or overall survival. Shorter
fractionation beneficial to patients
with RPA 2 (less time spent in
treatment and little concern for late
toxicity) and to radiation facilities
(quicker throughput).
Comments and conclusions
No neurocognitive testing. Designated
as Class III because it was a very
small prospective study with
“assignment” to 1 of 2 dose schedules.
Statistical rationale for the accrual
goal not given.

Saha et al20
(2014)

Study description
RCT in multiple centers comparing
outcome of 2 WBRT regimens.
Patient population
56 patients with radiologic diagnosis
of brain metastases on MRI, good
performance status
Treatment regimen
G1: 20 Gy in 4 Gy fractions (n = 26)
G2: 30 Gy in 3 Gy fractions (n = 30)

III

Results
Median survival
G1: 26 weeks
G2: 29 weeks
(p = 0.955)
MRI response at 3 months (complete
or partial response or stable)
G1: 81%
G2: 93%
Author’s conclusions
No significant difference in response
or overall survival. 20 Gy in 5
fractions recommended for patients
with poor performance status, 30 Gy
in 10 fractions for patients with good
performance status.
Comments and conclusions
No neurocognitive testing. No
significant difference in improvement
in ADL between 2 arms, but ADL of
both groups improved post-WBRT.
Designated as Class III since the
patient numbers are small and could
account for the nonsignificant finding.
Statistical rationale for the accrual
goal not given.

Graham et
al19 (2010)

Study description
RCT in cooperative group (ECOG) to
compare intracranial control rate and
QOL of 2 WBRT schemes.
Patient population
113 patients with good performance
status; stable, absent, or concurrent
presentation of extracranial disease
Treatment regimen
G1: 40 Gy in 2 Gy fx BID (n = 57)
G2: 20 Gy in 5 Gy fx (n = 56)

I

Davey et al5
(2008)

Study description
RCT at 2 centers to compare overall
survival following accelerated and
conventional hypofractionated
WBRT.
Patient population
90 patients with radiologic features
of brain metastases on CT or MRI.
Good performance status, life
expectancy >6 weeks.

I

Treatment regimen
G1: 20 Gy/5 daily fractions (n = 45)
G2: 40 Gy/20 fractions/twice daily (n
= 45)

Results
Median survival
G1: 6.1 months
G2: 6.6 months
(p = NS)
Intracranial progression
G1: 44%
G2: 64%
(p = 0.03)
Author’s conclusions
Intracranial disease control was
improved and QOL maintained with
40 Gy in 20 twice-daily fractions.
Authors recommend this
dose/fractionation for patients with
better prognosis.
Comments and conclusions
The dose/fractionation regimen was
not a significant factor affecting
overall survival on MVA. Significant
factors for improved survival on MVA
were resection, supratentorial location,
absent extracranial metastases,
younger age. QOL and cognitive
function outcomes similar in both
groups. Mean scores of QOL and
cognitive function were stable to
improved in most patients during the
6-9 months following treatment
Results
Median survival
G1: 19.1 weeks
G2: 19.1 weeks
(survival curves: log-rank; p = NS)
Median time to treatment for
intracranial relapse
G1:14 weeks
G2: 32 weeks
(p = 0.03)
Author’s conclusions
Although accelerated WBRT may
improve intracranial control, this did
not lead to improved overall survival.
Comments and conclusions
No QOL or neurocognitive testing.
Favorable prognostic factors on MVA
were low RPA class and colorectal
pathology.

Murray et
al9 (1997)

Study description
RCT by cooperative group (RTOG)
comparing accelerated
hyperfractionated WBRT with
standard fractionation.
Patient population
429 patients with brain metastases
measurable by CT or MRI scans,
Karnofsky scale score ≥70,
neurologic function class of 1-2.
Treatment regimen
G1: 30 Gy/10 fractions/daily (n =
213)
G2: 54.4 Gy/34 fractions/twice daily
(n = 216)

I

Priestman et
al10 (1996)

Study description
RCT at 25 institutions comparing 2
WBRT regimens
Patient population
544 patients with symptomatic brain
metastases by CT scan or
unequivocal radioisotope scan, or an
intracranial biopsy. Required stable
dose dexamethasone over week prior
to randomization, WHO performance
status of 0-3, neurologic status <4 by
modified MRC scale
Treatment regimen
G1: 12 Gy/2 fractions (n = 274)
G2: 30 Gy/10 fractions (n = 270)

I

Results
Median survival
G1: 4.5 months
G2: 4.5 months
(p = NS)
# pts with recurrence/progression
G1: 109/124 (88%)
G2: 105/118 (89%)
(p value not reported)
Median time to recurrence /
progression
G1: 11 weeks
G2: 10 weeks
(p value not reported)
Author’s conclusions
54.4 Gy in 34 fractions not
recommended.
Comments and conclusions
No neurocognitive testing. 54.4 Gy
delivered as 32 Gy in 20
fractions/twice daily followed by 24.4
Gy boost (visible lesion with 2-cm
margin) in 14 fractions/twice daily.
Age, performance status, extent of
metastatic disease, and status of
primary were prognostic factors.
Results
Median survival
G1: 77 days
G2: 84 days
(p = 0.04 for entire survival curve, no
difference in median survival)
Author’s conclusions
For majority of patients, no advantage
to longer courses of radiation therapy.
Comments and conclusions
No neurocognitive testing. Small
improvement in survival with longer
course but not thought by authors to
be clinically meaningful. Might
recommend longer course in small
number of patients with good
prognosis (female gender, age <60
years, breast primary, solitary brain
metastasis, dexamethasone ≤8 mg/day,
WHO performance status <3).

Chatani et
al3 (1994)

Study description
RCT evaluating 2 different WBRT
regimens in patients with normal
(<250 U/L) vs high LDH
Patient population
162 patients with lung cancer
(stratified for small vs nonsmall) with
CT brain scan.
Treatment regimen
Normal LDH:
G1: 30 Gy/10 fractions (n = 46)
G2: 50 Gy/20 fractions with field
reduction after 30 Gy if possible (n =
46)
High LDH:
G3: 30 Gy/10 fractions (n = 35)
G4: 20 Gy/5 fractions (n = 35)

II

Results
Median survival
G1: 5.4 months
G2: 4.8 months
(p = NS)
G3: 3.4 months
G4: 2.4 months
(p = NS)
Author’s conclusions
LDH is important prognostic factor.
30 Gy/10 fractions recommended.
Comments and conclusions
No neurocognitive testing. RCT but
designated as class II and the patient
numbers were small, with no clear
inclusion criteria beyond “lung
cancer.”

Sause et al11
(1993)

Haie-Meder
et al6 (1993)

Study description
Cooperative group (RTOG) phase
I/II trial of accelerated fractionation
Patient population
Patients eligible had controlled or
absent primary with metastases than
brain stable, or only brain metastases
with primary uncontrolled.
Treatment regimen
G1: 32 Gy in 1.6 Gy fractions +
boost to 48.0 Gy] (n = 62)
G2: 32 Gy in 1.6 Gy fractions +
boost to 54.4 Gy] (n = 115)
G3: 32 Gy in 1.6 Gy fractions +
boost to 64.0 Gy] (n = 104)
G4: 32 Gy in 1.6 Gy fractions +
boost to 70.4 Gy] (n = 53)
Fractions administered twice daily
Study description
RCT at 3 institutions comparing
2WBRT treatment regimens
Patient population
216 patients with lung, breast, head
and neck, or unknown primaries.
Diagnosed by CT scan. Age <71
years. Ineligible if Karnofisky scale
score <20 or life expectancy <1
month
Treatment regimen
G1: 18 Gy/3 fractions (n = 110)
G2: 18 Gy/3 fractions; 4 weeks later
a second identical course or 25 Gy/10
fractions (n = 106)

II

Results
Median survival
G1: 4.2 months
G2: 5.2 months
G3: 4.8 months
G4: 6.4 months
(p = NS)
Author’s conclusions
Nonsignificant improvement in
survival in higher dose arms was taken
as an encouraging result.
Comments and conclusions
No neurocognitive testing. Used as
basis for subsequent RTOG study.9
Designated as class II since it was a
phase I/II randomized phase II study
within cooperative group (RTOG)

I

Results
Median survival
G1: 4.2 months
G2: 5.3 months
(p = NS)
Author’s conclusions
No difference in overall survival or
neurologic response or incidence in
complications. A radiation schedule as
short as 18 Gy in 3 fractions as good
as longer radiation schedules. No
neurologic complications occurred
among 45 patients living >12 months
Comments and conclusions
Investigators could decide on whether
G2 received 18 or 25 Gy in the second
course- shortest regimen
recommended if poor general or
neurologic status. Methods of
assessing neurocognitive function in
follow-up were not clearly described.
Two clinical factors predictive of poor
survival were presence of multiple
brain metastases and/or extracranial
metastases.

Komarnicky
et al7 (1991)

Study description
RCT by cooperative group (RTOG)
evaluating role of misonidazole
combined with WBRT
Patient population
859 patients with measurable disease
on CT, 18-75 years of age,
Karnofsky scale score ≥40, able to
work
Treatment regimen
G1: 30 Gy/10 fractions (n = 193)
G2: 30 Gy/6 fractions (n = 200)
G3: 30 Gy/6 fractions + MISO (n =
196)
G4: 30 Gy/10 fractions + MISO (n =
190)

I

Chatani et
al4 (1985)

Study description
RCT at a single institution
Patient population
69 consecutive patients with
metastases from lung cancer
Treatment regimen
G1: 30 Gy/10 fractions (n = 35)
G2: 50 Gy in 20 fractions (n = 34)

II

Results
Median survival
G1: 4.5 months
G2: 4.1 months
G3: 3.1 months
G4: 3.9 months
(p = NS)
# of pts retreated for BM after
protocol therapy
G1: 54/179 (30%)
G2: 54/180 (30%)
G3: 33/173 (19%)
G4: 54/163 (33%)
(p = NS)
Author’s conclusions
Recommended treatment was 30 Gy in
10 fractions, without misonidazole
Comments and conclusions
No neurocognitive testing.
Approximately one-third of patients
died of uncontrolled metastases,
suggesting the need for more effective
therapy.
Results
Median survival
G1: 4 months
G2: 3 months
(p = NS)
Survival at 6 months
G1: 42%
G2: 14%
(p < 0.05)
Author’s conclusions
Performance status and LDH were the
factors influencing 6-month survival
Comments and conclusions
No neurocognitive testing. Designated
as Class II due to small numbers and
was limited to lung cancer.

Kurtz et al8
(1981)

Study description
RCT by cooperative group (RTOG)
Patient population
309 patients (255 evaluable) from 31
participating institutions. Ineligible if
evidence of other sites of metastatic
disease or progressive untreated
primary, or poor neurologic function
Treatment regimen
G1: 30 Gy/10 fractions (n = 130)
G2: 50 Gy/20 fractions (n = 125)

I

Results
Median survival
G1: 18.2 weeks
G2: 16.9 weeks
(p = NS)
# pts with recurrence/progression in
patients with information available
G1: 109/124 (88%)
G2: 105/118 (89%)
(p value not reported)
Author’s conclusions
30 Gy in 10 fractions as effective as
50 Gy.
Comments and conclusions
Excluded patients with evidence of
extracranial metastases, uncontrolled
primaries, or poor neurologic function.
21% of patients in 50 Gy arm unable
to complete therapy. No
neurocognitive testing. Authors
recommended 20-30 Gy in 5-10
fractions

Borgelt et
al2 (1981)

Study description
Two large (>900 patients in each
study) national RCTs by cooperative
group study (RTOG) with optional
randomization to very short regimens
at small number of institutions. This
study is analysis of patients
randomized at 4-6 centers that had
very short regimens open.
Patient population
Ineligible if lesions too numerous or
symptoms too vague to allow for
adequate follow-up or assessment.
First RCT: 155 patients randomized
at 6 institutions
Second RCT: 78 patients randomized
at 4 institutions
Treatment regimen
First RCT:
30 Gy/10 fractions/2 wks (n = 233)
30 Gy/15 fractions/3 wks (n = 217)
40 Gy/15 fractions/3 wks (n = 233)
40 Gy/20 fractions/4 wks (n = 227)
10 Gy/single fraction: option in 6
institutions (n = 26)
Second RCT:
20 Gy/5 fractions/1 wk (n = 31)
12 Gy in 2 fractions (n = 33)
Analysis by group
First RCT:
G1: 10 Gy/1 fraction
G2: 30-40 Gy over 2-4 weeks
Second RCT:
G3: 12 Gy/2 fractions
G4: 20 Gy over 1 week

I

Results
Median survival
First RCT:
G1: 15 weeks
G2: 21 weeks
(survival curves: log-rank; p = NS)
Second RCT:
G3: 13 weeks
G4: 12 weeks
(survival curves: log-rank; p = NS)
Median time to progression (measured
by deterioration in neurologic
function):
First RCT:
Initial NF 1: G1: 9 wks; G2: 14 wks
Initial NF 2: G1: 9 wks; G2: 10 wks
Initial NF 3: G1: 7 wks; G2: 12 wks
(Cox’s model; p = 0.07)
Second RCT:
Initial NF 1: G3: 9 wks; G4: 10 wks
Initial NF 2: G3: 11 wks; G4: 8 wks
Initial NF 3: G3: 3 wks; G4: 3 wks
(Cox’s model; p = NS)
Authors’ conclusions
Response of patients receiving the
ultra-rapid treatment (10-12 Gy in 1-2
fractions) as assessed by the percent
who had improvement in neurologic
function, was comparable to that of
patients receiving the more protracted
schedules. Promptness of neurologic
function improvement, treatment
morbidity, and median survival were
also comparable to those of patients
receiving the more protracted courses.
However, the duration of
improvement, time to progression of
neurologic status and rate of complete
disappearance of neurologic
symptoms were generally less for
patients treated with ultrarapid
treatment. Ultrarapid treatment may
not be as effective as higher dose
schedules in the palliation of brain
metastases.
Comments and conclusions
No neurocognitive testing. Large
cooperative group RCT but relatively
small numbers of patients in the

second RCT testing ultrarapid
treatment.

Borgelt et
al33 (1980)

Study description
2 RCT by cooperative group (RTOG)
to study effectiveness of different
WBRT dose fractionation schemes
on palliation.
Patient population
First RCT 993 (910 evaluable) and
second RCT 1001(902 evaluable)
patients with brain metastases
established by clinical symptoms,
EEG, radioisotope brain scan,
arteriogram, pneumoencephalogram,
or biopsy. Patients excluded if
lesions too numerous or symptoms
too vague to allow for adequate
follow-up or assessment.
Treatment regimen
First RCT:
G1: 30 Gy/10 fractions/2 wks (n =
233)
G2: 30 Gy/15 fractions/3 wks (n =
217)
G3: 40 Gy/15 fractions/3 wks (n =
233)
G4: 40 Gy/20 fractions/4 wks (n =
227)
Second RCT:
G1: 20 Gy/5 fractions/ 1 wk (n =
447)
G2: 30 Gy/10 fractions/ 2 wks (n =
228)
G3: 40 Gy/15 fractions/ 3 wks (n =
227)

I

Results
Median survival
First RCT: 18 weeks. No significant
difference between G1-4 (range 16-20
wks)
Second RCT: 15 weeks. No
significant difference between G1-3
(range 14-15 wks)
Brain metastases as cause of death
First RCT: 49%. No significant
difference between G1-4 (range 4654%)
Second RCT: 31% No significant
difference between G1-3 (range 2533%)
Palliation of neurologic symptoms
Relief in 60-90% of patients with no
significant difference between studies
Improvement in neurologic function at
2 weeks
First RCT:
G1: 55%
G2-4: 43%
(p = 0.06)
Second RCT:
G1: 64%
G2-3: 54%
(p = 0.01)
Author’s conclusions
All treatment schedules were
comparable with respect to frequency
of improvement, duration of
improvement, time to progression,
survival, and palliation. Important
prognosticators of response included
initial neurologic function and general
performance status. Administration of
steroids during irradiation favored
more rapid improvement
Comments and conclusions
The administration of steroids was not
controlled in either study. Results by
treatment regimens not presented
separately. Primary site (lung vs breast
vs other) had no influence on
palliative benefit of WBRT. Palliation
reported sooner in shorter WBRT
regimens but reporting bias suspected.
Relatively small numbers of patients
in the second RCT testing ultrarapid
treatment. No neurocognitive testing.
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ADL, activities of daily living; BID, twice daily; CT, computed tomography; ECOG, Eastern
Cooperative Oncology Group; Gy, Gray; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; MRC, Medical Research
Council; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MVA, multivariate analysis; QOL, quality of life;
RCT, randomized controlled trial; RPA, recursive partitioning analysis; WBRT, whole brain
radiation therapy; WHO, World Health Organization.
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Table 3. Effect of histology of primary cancer on outcomes of whole brain radiation therapy
Author
(Year)
Lee et al30
(2012)

Description of Study

Data
Class

Conclusions

Study description
Single institution, retrospective review of
impact of EGFR mutation in patients with
NSCLC brain metastases treated with
WBRT in terms of RPFS and OS
Patient population
43 patients with NSCLC (40
adenocarcinoma, 1 adenosquamous
carcinoma, 2 poorly differentiated
carcinoma)
EGFR-positive: 30 patients with EGFR
mutation (15 with exon 19 deletions, 15
with exon 21 L858R point mutation);
EGFR-negative: 13 patients with EGFR
wild-type
Treatment regimen
43 patients underwent WBRT (30-40 Gy in
10-20 fractions, 40% of patients had
additional local boost up to 50-60 Gy).
EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) given
to 50% of EGFR-positive and 69% of
EGFR-negative patients.

III

Results
Median follow-up 15 months
Radiographic response to RT
Overall 70% radiographic response rate to
RT
EGFR-positive: 80%
EGFR-negative: 46 (p = 0.037)
Multivariate analysis of radiographic
response
EGFR mutation was only predictor for
treatment response (odds ratio: 4.67, 95% CI;
p = 0.032)
Median intracranial RPFS
Overall 18 months (95% CI: 8.33-27.68)
EGFR-positive: 21 months
EGFR-negative: 12 months (p = 0.009)
Multivariate analysis for RPFS
EGFR mutation (p = 0.025) and RPA class (p
= 0.026) were 2 predictors for longer RPFS
Overall survival
Median OS 15 months (95% CI: 9.61-20.39
months)
Univariate analysis showed that EGFR
mutations (p = 0.061) and performance status
(p = 0.076) had a trend to predict OS.
Author’s conclusion
Mutant EGFR in NSCLC brain metastasis
patients is an independent prognostic factor
for better treatment response and longer
intracranial RPFS following WBRT
Comments and conclusions
This is a retrospective case series (class III)
of patients with brain metastasis from
NSCLC treated with WBRT, which found
mutant EGFR as a positive prognostic factor
for treatment response after WBRT. EGFR
TKI given to more than half of these patients
and difficult to know how this impacted
results. EGFR TKI should not be given to
patients known to be EGFR wild-type, since
it has been shown in other settings to be
associated with poor outcome.

Gow et al31
(2008)

Study description
Single institution, retrospective case series
of patients with brain metastases from lung
adenocarcinoma treated with WBRT,
evaluating the role of EGFR mutation status
in response to WBRT and survival
Patient population
63 patients patient with brain metastases
from lung adenocarcinoma treated with
WBRT
EGFR-positive: Positive EGFR mutations
(n = 46)
EGFR-negative: Wild-type EGFR (n = 17)
Treatment regimen
63 patients with NSCLC brain metastases
received WBRT (30-35 Gy in 15 to 18
fractions); 18 patients received gefitinib
treatment (either before or during WBRT
treatment).
Pertinent methods of study technique
Univariate and logistic regression models
were used to test predictive factors
associated with clinical response; log-rank
test and cox regression were used to identify
factors affecting survival

III

Results
Clinical response to WBRT
Overall response rate 46%
EGFR-positive: 54%
EGFR-negative: 24% (p = 0.045)
Both EGFR expression and EGFR tyrosine
kinase inhibitor administration were
independently associated with response to
WBRT (p = 0.034 and p = 0.029,
respectively)
Survival with WBRT
Median survival was 14.7 months (95% CI,
7.5-21.9 months)
Better OS in responders vs nonresponders to
WBRT (20.7 vs 6.6 months, p = 0.017).
On univariate analysis, RPA class (p =
0.025), KPS (p = 0.013), and absence of
extracranial metastases (p = 0.005) were
significant prognosticators for overall
survival.
EGFR mutation (p = 0.131) and
administration of EGFR TKI during WBRT
(p = 0.121) showed a trend but no significant
correlation with survival.
Author’s conclusion
EGFR mutation and EGFR TKI
administration during WBRT are independent
predictors of response to WBRT in brain
metastases from lung adenocarcinoma.
Comments and conclusion
This retrospective case series (class III) found
mutant EGFR expression and TKI
administration were predictive of improved
response to WBRT, with a trend to improved
overall survival but not statistically
significant. All patients received WBRT but a
small number also received systemic therapy
with gefitinib, representing a heterogeneous
treatment population.

Wolstenholm Study description
et al32 (2008) Single institution, retrospective case series
examining the influence of HER2 status on
outcome of patients with brain metastases
from breast cancer who received WBRT
Patient population
181 patients with breast cancer metastasis
and known HER2 status receiving WBRT
HER2+ (n=88)
HER2- (n=93)
Treatment regimen
WBRT regimens included 20 Gy in 5
fractions or 30 Gy in 10 fractions (5 and 2
patients in the HERR2+ and HER2- groups
respectively received surgery as primary
treatment followed by WBRT, and 11 and 1
patients in the HER2+ and HER2- groups
respectively received stereotactic radio
surgery (18-22 Gy at the 90-100%) in
addition to WBRT.
Heterogeneous chemotherapy regimens;
trastuzumab treatment in 53 HER2+
patients.
Pertinent methods of study technique
Univariate and multivariate Cox regression
analysis of prognostic factors; KaplanMeier survival analysis with log-rank test

III

Results
Median survival after WBRT
HER2-: 8 months
HER2+: 4 months
p=0.008
Prognostic factors
8 patients (4% of entire study population) had
solitary brain metastases, with significantly
improved survival compared to multiple
brain metastases (p=0.005); 6 of these
patients were HER2+
On univariate analysis performance status
was significant predictor of longer survival
(p=0.01)
On multivariate analysis HER2 status was an
independent prognostic factor (p=.02)
Author’s conclusion
Improved median survival in patients with
HER2+ status following WBRT, which could
be attributed to a more aggressive approach
to their management with combined
cytotoxic chemotherapy and ongoing
trastuzumab.
Comments and conclusions
This is a retrospective study (Class III) with
no comparison group, with a heterogeneous
mix of treatments in addition to WBRT and
varied chemotherapy regimens, including use
of trastuzumab in a portion of the HER2+
patients.

Sundstrom et Study description
al29 (1998)
Single institution, retrospective review of
patients treated with WBRT for brain
metastases diagnosed by CT or MRI with
minimum midline dose to the whole brain
of at least 25 Gy.
Patient population
Breast cancer (n=19)
Lung cancer (n=35)
Renal cell (n=9)
Melanoma (n=6)
Other (n=6)
Extra-cranial metastases
Breast: 17/19
Lung: 6/35
Renal cell: 5/9
Melanoma: 4/6
Other: 5/6
Treatment regimens
WBRT mean dose 30 Gy (range 25–40 Gy)
in 1.8– 3 Gy fractions

III

Results
Median survival by primary tumor type
Breast cancer: 7 months (range 1–62 months)
Lung cancer: 4 months (range 1–21 months)
Renal cell: 4 months (range 2–34 months)
Melanoma: 3 months (range 1–6 months)
Other: 4 months (range 1–9 months)
Survival curves: P-value not reported
Median time to recurrence of brain
metastases
Not
reported
Tumor control, functional performance,
cause of death, adverse events
Not reported by histology
Author’s conclusions
Approximately two-thirds of the patients
experienced a relief in symptoms allowing a
reduction in the dose of corticosteroid
medication, which clearly supports the use of
whole-brain radiotherapy as a palliative
treatment.
Comments and conclusions
Designated Class III since numbers too small
to allow meaningful statistical comparison
between histologies.

Borgelt et
al33 (1980)
and Borgelt
et al2 (1981)

Study description
2 RCT by cooperative group (RTOG) to
study effectiveness of different WBRT
dose fractionation schemes on palliation.
Patient population
First RCT 993 (910 evaluable) and second
RCT 1001 (902 evaluable) patients with
brain metastases established by clinical
symptoms, EEG, radioisotope brain scan,
arteriogram, pneumoencephalogram, or
biopsy.
Stratified by site of primary lesion: lung vs
breast vs other, and presence or absence of
metastases to sites other than brain;
pPatients excluded if lesions too numerous
or symptoms too vague to allow for
adequate follow-up or assessment.
Treatment regimen
First RCT:
G1: 30 Gy/10 fractions/2 wks (n = 233)
G2: 30 Gy/15 fractions/3 wks (n = 217)
G3: 40 Gy/15 fractions/3 wks (n = 233)
G4: 40 Gy/20 fractions/4 wks (n = 227)
Second RCT:
G1: 20 Gy/5 fractions/ 1 wk (n = 447)
G2: 30 Gy/10 fractions/ 2 wks (n = 228)
G3: 40 Gy/15 fractions/ 3 wks (n = 227)
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II

Results
Median survival
First RCT: 18 weeks. No significant
difference between G1-4 (range 16-20 wks)
Second RCT: 15 weeks. No significant
difference between G1-3 (range 14-15 wks)
Brain metastases as cause of death
First RCT: 49%. No significant difference
between G1-4 (range 46-54%)
Second RCT: 31% No significant difference
between G1-3 (range 25-33%)
Primary site
60% of patients had lung primaries.
Lung cancer patients more likely to have
brain as only site of metastases; primary site
had no influence on response to WBRT.
Time to progression longer for breast cancer
patients.
Median survival for breast cancer patients
longer than for lung cancer patients (21
weeks vs 16 wks, p < 0.001). This survival
difference between breast and lung cancer
not seen in nonambulatory patients.
Author’s conclusions
All treatment schedules were comparable
with respect to frequency of improvement,
duration of improvement, time to
progression, survival, and palliation.
Important prognosticators of response
included initial neurologic function and
general performance status. Administration
of steroids during irradiation favored more
rapid improvement
Comments and conclusions
Primary site (lung vs breast vs other) had no
influence on palliative benefit of WBRT.
The administration of steroids was not
controlled in either study. Palliation reported
sooner in shorter WBRT regimens but
reporting bias suspected. Relatively small
numbers of patients in the second RCT
testing ultrarapid treatment. Designated class
II since results by treatment regimens not
presented separately by histology.

EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; Gy, Gray; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Scale;
NSCLC, non–small cell lung cancer; OS, overall survival; RCT, randomized controlled trial;
RPFS, radiologic progression-free survival; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor; WBRT, whole brain
radiation therapy.
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Table 4. Neurocognitive outcomes of prophylactic cranial irradiation versus no prophylactic cranial irradiation for patients without
brain metastases
Author and
Year

Description of Study

Data Class

Conclusions

Wolfson et al43
(2011)

Study description
Secondary endpoint of multiinstitutional phase II RCT
SCLC histology (N = 264)
Testing different PCI RT schedules
for patients with SCLC in complete
remission after induction therapy.
Treatment regimens
G1: 25 Gy in 10 fractions (n = 131)
G2: 36 Gy in 18 fractions (n = 67)
G3: 36 Gy in 24 fractions, 1.5 Gy
BID (n = 66)
Randomization to 25 Gy vs 36 Gy,
then secondary randomization to G2
vs G3.
ND defined as a significant
decrease at 12 months in at least
one neurocognitive test (HVLT,
COWAT, or TMT-A and -B) from
baseline regardless of brain
metastases

II

Results
Statistically significant differences for COWAT (p = 0.03) and TMT-A
(adjusted p = 0.03) testing at baseline among the 3 groups.
Proportion with ND (regardless of brain metastases) at 12-months:
G1: 62%
G2: 85%
G3: 89%
Significant difference in ND between G1 and G2/3 (p = 0.03)
Proportion with ND without brain metastases at 12-months:
G1: 60%
G2: 85%
G3: 89%
Significant difference in ND between G1 and G2/3 (p = 0.02)
Logistic regression model for ND without brain metastases at 12 months
showed significantly higher risk with 36 Gy (p = 0.03) and older age (p =
0.005)
Author’s conclusion
Due to increased risk of ND with 36 Gy PCI, 25 Gy PCI remains standard of
care for this patient population
Comments and conclusions
Formal neurologic testing within prospective trial indicating that ND increased
with increasing WBRT dose, and there was no beneficial neurocognitive effect
to BID fractionation. Designated as Class II since neurologic decline was a
secondary endpoint

Le Péchoux et
al44 (2011)

Study description
Secondary endpoint of international
multi-institutional phase III RCT
for SCLC histology.
Testing different PCI RT schedules
for patients with limited SCLC in
complete remission after induction
therapy
Treatment regimens
G1: 25 Gy in 10 fractions (n = 360)
G2: 36 Gy in 18 daily fractions or
24 fractions of 1.5 Gy BID (n =
360)

II

Results
Proportion of patients with abnormal QoL-cognitive functioning (scale <75)
at baseline (N = 667 with baseline data available)
G1: 23%
G2: 25%
Proportion of patients with abnormal QoL-cognitive functioning (scale <75)
at 24-months (n = 140)
G1: 41%
G2: 46%
Proportion of patients with abnormal LENT-SOMA intellectual functioning at
24-months (n = 144)
G1: 20%
G2: 28%
G1 and G2 showed a similar, mild deterioration across time in communication
deficit, weakness of legs, intellectual deficit and memory. This deterioration
over time was statistically significant (p < 0.005).
Author’s conclusion:
Patients should be informed of the potential neurologic and neurocognitive
deficits, as well as the benefit of PCI on survival and the incidence of brain
metastases. 25 Gy remains the standard of care for PCI for limited SCLC.
Comments and conclusions
Large RCT in cooperative group using validated QOL tools. Designated as
class II since neurologic decline was a secondary endpoint.

Sun et al45
(2011)

Study description
Secondary endpoint of US multiinstitutional phase III RCT in
NSCLC histology
PCI vs no PCI for patients with
stage IIIA/B NSCLC without
disease progression after definitive
therapy.
Treatment regimens
No PCI (n= 163)
PCI 30 Gy in 15 fractions (n = 177)
Accrual was 340 eligible patients
out of planned 1058 (trial closed
early due to poor accrual)

III

Results
Baseline neurocognitive results not reported.
Baseline used for per patient measurement of decline
Proportion with significant deterioration in HVLT-IR at 1 year (n = 90)
Control: 7% PCI: 26% (adjusted p = 0.03)
Proportion with significant deterioration in HVLT-DR at 1 year (n = 90)
Control: 5% PCI: 32% (adjusted p = 0.008)
Proportion with deterioration in MMSE score as defined by reliable change
index (n = 95)
Control: 18% PCI: 23% (p = NS)
Authors conclusion
No significant differences in global cognitive function (MMSE) or QOL after
PCI, but there was a significant decline in memory (HVLT) at 1 year.
Comments and conclusions
This was designated as class III given that it closed with only approximately
one third of planned accrual, perhaps accounting for the lack of significant
differences

Slotman et al46
(2009)

Study description
Secondary endpoint of European
multi-institutional phase III RCT
SCLC histology, extensive stage
with response to induction therapy
Treatment regimen
PCI (n = 143)
No PCI (n = 143)
Most common PCI dose
fractionation regimens:
20 Gy in 5 fractions (62%)
30 Gy in 10 fractions (16%)
30 Gy in 12 fractions (6%)
25 Gy in 10 fractions (5%)
HRQOL measured with EORTC
Quality of Life Questionnaire C30
(EORTC-QLQ-C30) and EORTC
QLQ Brain Cancer Module
(EORTC-QLQ-BN20)
268 of 286 with baseline scores
available

II

Results
Proportion with worsened global health status (≥ 20-point decline) at 3
months (n = 188)
PCI: 34.7%
No PCI: 22.2% (p = NS)
Proportion with worsened cognitive functioning (≥ 20-point decline) at 3
months (n = 188)
PCI: 22.4%
No PCI: 10% (p = NS)
Mean difference in cognitive functioning score at 3 months between arms (No
PCI – PCI) of 8.8 points (below significance definition of ≥10 points)
Authors conclusions:
PCI should be offered to all responding ED SCLC patients. Patients should be
informed of the potential adverse effects from PCI.
Comments and conclusions
The largest mean difference between the 2 arms was observed for fatigue and
hair loss. The impact of PCI on global health status as well as on
neurocognitive functioning scores was more limited. Designated as Class II
since change in cognitive function was a secondary endpoint.

Gregor et al47
(1997)

Study description
Secondary endpoint of UKCCCR
and EORTC multi-institutional
phase III RCT of SCLC histology.
Included patients without brain
metastases with complete remission
after induction therapy
Treatment regimen
PCI (n = 120)
No PCI (n = 194)
Most common PCI regimens were
30 Gy in 10 fractions, 24 Gy in 12
fractions, and 36 Gy in 18 fractions.
Initially 1:1 randomization to
PCI:No PCI, then revised to 3:2
(PCI:No PCI)
Neurocognitive portion of trial was
optional.
125 of 314 patients (40%) with
baseline neurocognitive testing
available.
59 of 314 patients (19%) with 6month testing results available

III

Results
No significant difference on multiple neurocognitive tests between PCI and No
PCI at 6-months and 1-year. Cognitive impairment on study entry was seen on
study entry in up to 42% of patients
Authors conclusion:
In both groups, there was similar degree of impairment of cognitive function
and QOL before PCI. No difference in neurocognitive detriment between PCI
and control in this patient population without brain metastases
Comments and conclusions:
Used simple proportions to compare cognitive decline at each time point.
Designated as class III since patient numbers were relatively small at all time
points, and neurocognitive testing was only available on 40% of patients at
baseline

Arriagada et
al48 (1995)
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Study description
Primary endpoint of multiinstitutional French phase III RCT
SCLC histology
Included patients with SCLC,
without brain metastases, with
complete remission after induction
therapy.
Treatment regimen
PCI
No PCI
PCI was 24 Gy in 8 fractions
Neuropsychologic assessments
performed by neurologists, N = 294

II

Results
41% of all patients did not have neurocognitive abnormalities at baseline
Number of patients free from any abnormalities at baseline:
PCI: 50
No PCI: 44
2-year cumulative incidence of negative change in cognitive “higher
functions” 36% (control) vs 30% (PCI), p = NS
PCI 30%
No PCI 36%, p = NS
Authors conclusion
Prophylactic cranial irradiation given to patients with small cell lung cancer in
complete remission decreases the risk of brain metastasis threefold without a
significant increase in complications. No difference in neurocognitive
detriment between PCI and control in this patient population without brain
metastases
Comments and conclusions
Used cumulative incidence for cognitive dysfunction endpoint. Designated as
class II since “higher functions” were not defined, in addition to the lack of
definition of criteria used to define decline

BID, twice daily; COWAT, Controlled Oral Word Association Test; EORTC, European Organisation for Research and Treatment of
Cancer; HRQOL, health-related quality of life; HVLT, Hopkins Verbal Learning Test; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Scale; MMSE,
Mini-Mental State Examination; ND, neurocognitive decline; NS, not significant; PCI, prophylactic cranial irradiation; QOL, quality
of life; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SCLC, small cell lung cancer; TMT, Trail Making Test.
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Table 5. Neurocognitive outcomes of whole brain radiation therapy and local therapy versus local therapy only
Author and
Year

Description of Study

Data Class

Conclusions

Soffietti et al51
(2013)

Study description
Secondary endpoint of European multiinstitutional phase III RCT
Patient population
Patients with 1-3 brain metastases
Treatment regimen
Local only: local therapy alone with SRS or
surgery (n = 179)
Local + WBRT (n = 180)
Local therapy either SRS (n = 199) or
surgery (n = 160)
HRQOL measured with the EORTC Quality
of Life Questionnaire C30 and the EORTC
QLQ Brain Cancer Module
N = 341 with baseline HRQOL data

II

Results
EORTC QLQ C30 cognitive functioning score mean difference at 12
months
Local vs local + WBRT mean difference = -10.8 points (p < 0.05)
Mean EORTC QLQ C30 cognitive functioning score at 12 months
Local: 80.4
Local + WBRT: 69.7 (p = 0.05)
Authors conclusions
Adjuvant WBRT after surgery or SRS of a limited number of brain
metastases may negatively impact some aspects of HRQOL, including
self-reported cognitive functioning.
Comments and conclusions
Overall, patients treated with surgery or SRS only reported better
HRQOL scores than did patients who also received WBRT. Most
scores, which differed significantly during the first time points, had a
tendency to recover. The positive effect of WBRT in decreasing the
rate of intracranial progression and modestly improving the
progression-free survival did not translate into an advantage in terms
of HRQOL. Designated as class II since cognitive functioning was a
secondary endpoint.

Chang et al50
(2009)

Study description
Primary endpoint of single institutional
phase III RCT
Patient population
Patients with 1-3 brain metastases
Treatment regimen
SRS alone (n = 30)
SRS + WBRT (n = 28)
WBRT dose: 30 Gy in 12 fractions
Primary endpoint: significant deterioration
of HTLV-R total recall at 4 months defined
as ≥5 points drop from baseline.
Bayesian analysis
Trial enrollment stopped after 58 patients
enrolled due to significant differences.

I

Results
HTLV-R significant deterioration rates at 4 months
Total recall:
SRS: 24%
SRS + WBRT: 52%
Delayed recall:
SRS: 6%
SRS + WBRT: 22%
Delayed recognition:
SRS: 0%
SRS + WBRT: 11%
Authors conclusions
Patients treated with SRS + WBRT were at a greater risk of a
significant decline in learning and memory function by 4 months
compared with the group that received SRS alone
Comments and conclusions
Significantly longer overall survival in patients treated with SRS alone
as compared to SRS + WBRT. Given that this is a finding not found in
other studies, thought to possibly be indicative of more favorable
prognostic factors in SRS alone group

Aoyama et
al49 (2007)
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Study description
Secondary endpoint of Japanese multiinstitutional phase III RCT
Patients with 1-4 brain metastases
Treatment regimen
SRS alone (n = 67)
SRS + WBRT (n = 65)
WBRT dose: 30 Gy in 10 fractions
Neurocognition measured with MMSE.
110 of 132 randomized patients (83%) had
baseline MMSE scores available.

II

Results
Average baseline MMSE did not differ significantly between
treatment groups (p = 0.47).
Median MMSE score at 12 months
SRS alone: 28
SRS+WBRT: 27
Actuarial rate of MMSE preservation (decline < 3 points) at 12
months
SRS alone: 59.3%
SRS+WBRT: 76.1% (p = NS)
Actuarial rate of MMSE preservation (decline < 3 points) at 24
months
SRS alone: 51.9%
SRS+WBRT: 68.5% (p = NS)
Average duration until MMSE deterioration
SRS alone: 7.6 months
SRS+WBRT: 16.5 months (p = 0.05)
Authors conclusion
Intracranial control is the most important factor for stabilizing
neurocognitive function. Addition of WBRT stabilized neurocognition
in the intermediate term due to improved intracranial control, however
WBRT may be associated with long-term adverse effects on
neurocognition.
Comments and conclusions
Designated as class II since MMSE is a relatively insensitive measure
of neurocognition and may miss more subtle changes.
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Table 6. Effect of pharmacologic agents or whole brain radiation therapy techniques on neurocognitive decline
Author and
Year
Rapp et al53
(2015)

Description of Study

Data
Class

Conclusions

Study description
Primary endpoint of multi-institutional phase
III RCT of donepezil versus placebo.

II

Results
24 week results:
Patients in both groups showed improved cognitive function at 24
weeks, but there was no difference in overall cognitive composite score
between arms (p = 0.48)
No significant differences between groups except for memory
recognition (p = 0.027), memory discrimination (p = 0.007), and motor
speed and dexterity (p = 0.016)
The benefits of donepezil greater for those who were more cognitively
impaired at baseline.
Author’s conclusions:
Treatment with donepezil did not significantly improve the overall
composite score, but it did result in modest improvements in several
cognitive functions, especially among patients with greater pretreatment
impairments.
Comments and conclusions:
Assigned class II since only 40% of patients received WBRT. Donepezil
only started 6 months after radiation therapy, providing a source of bias.

Patient eligibility
Patients with either primary or secondary
brain tumors receiving partial brain (60%) or
WBRT (40%) of at least 30 Gy ≥6 months
before enrollment.
27% metastatic brain tumors
7% PCI
66% primary brain tumors
Treatment regimens
Donepezil: n = 99
Placebo: n = 99
Donepezil single daily 5-mg dose for 6
weeks, which was escalated to 10 mg per day
for 18 weeks if well tolerated.
Primary endpoint: overall cognitive
performance after 24 weeks of therapy

Brown et al56
(2013)

Study description
Primary endpoint of North American multiinstitutional phase III RCT. Primary endpoint
was decline in HVLT-R delayed recall at 24
weeks.

Patient eligibility
Patients with brain metastases (number not
limited)
Treatment regimens
WBRT + memantine: n = 278
WBRT + placebo: n=276
WBRT 37.5 Gy in 15 fractions
Memantine dosing, starting before or during
WBRT:
Week 1
5 mg qAM
Week 2
5 mg BID
Week 3
10mg qAM / 5 mg qPM
Week 4-24
10 mg BID
N = 473 with baseline scores available
Only 149 (53%) of 280 alive patients at 24
weeks had neurocognitive assessments and
were analyzable.

I

Results
Median decline in HVLT-R delayed recall at 24 weeks
WBRT + memantine: 0
WBRT + placebo: -0.9 (p = 0.059, NS)
Probability of cognitive failure at 24 weeks:
WBRT + Memantine: 53.8%
WBRT + placebo: 64.9% (p = 0.01)
Authors’ conclusions
Memantine well tolerated. Although memantine was associated with less
decline in the primary endpoint of delayed recall at 24 weeks, this lacked
statistical significance possibly due to significant patient loss. Overall,
patients treated with memantine had better cognitive function over time;
specifically, memantine delayed time to cognitive decline and reduced
the rate of decline in memory, executive function, and processing speed
in patients receiving WBRT.

Gondi et al54
(2014)

Study description
Primary endpoint of multi-institutional North
American phase II single arm trial of
hippocampal avoidance (HA). Results
compared with historical control of control
arm of previous phase III RCT. Primary
endpoint was decline in HVLT-R delayed
recall (DR) at 4 months as compared with
standard arm of PCI-P-120-9801 phase III
trial using WBRT 30 Gy in 10 fractions
without HA.
Patient eligibility
Patients with brain metastases outside a 5mm margin around either hippocampus.
Treatment regiment
Patients treated with HA (n=113) during
WBRT to 30 Gy in 10 fractions.
Hippocampal D100 goal <9 Gy and max
point dose goal <16 Gy
100 patients with baseline scores available.
42 patients with scores analyzable at 4
months.

II

Results:
42 patients analyzable for primary endpoint at 4 months (71% of alive
patients)
Mean relative HVLT-R DR decline between baseline and 4 months
HA: 7%
Historical controls: 30% (p = 0.0003)
Probability of HVLT-R total recall significant deterioration by 4 months
HA: 19%
Probability of HVLT-R DR significant deterioration by 4 months
HA: 33%
Intracranial progression within HA region
5% of patients with intracranial progression
3% of patients overall
Authors conclusions
Conformal avoidance of the hippocampus during WBRT is associated
with preservation of memory and QOL as compared with historical
series.
Comments and Conclusions
Designated as Class II since it was a Phase II study.

Butler et al55
(2007)
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Study description
Secondary endpoint of multi-institutional
phase III RCT of d-threo-methylphenidate
HCl (d-MPH) versus placebo. Primary
endpoint was fatigue subscale of the FACITF.
Patient eligibility
Patients with either primary brain tumors (n
= 33) or brain metastases (n = 35) receiving
partial brain RT or WBRT ≥25 Gy
Treatment regimens
RT + d-MPH: n = 34
RT + placebo: n = 34
d-MPH or placebo started by day 5 of RT.
Starting dose of d-MPH was 5 mg BID and
was escalated by 5 mg BID to a maximum of
15 mg BID.
Study drug continued for 8 weeks post-RT.
QOL measured with FACT-Brain and
FACIT-F and cognition measured with
MMSE.
Trial closed after accrual of 68 of planned
162 patients due to slow accrual and
withdrawal of financial support.

II

Results
Fatigue:
No difference in fatigue assessment at any time point up to 8 weeks
post-RT between arms.
Baseline MMSE score
RT + d-MPH: 27.2
RT + placebo: 26.5 (p = NS)
MMSE 8 weeks post-RT
RT + d-MPH: 23.3
RT + placebo: 25.6 (p = NS)
Authors conclusions
Prophylactic use of d-MPH in brain tumor patients undergoing RT did
not result in an improvement in QOL.
Comments and conclusions
Designated as Class II due to low patient accrual and reduced statistical
power. Only a small number of patients receiving WBRT.
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Table 7. Intracranial progression-free survival and overall survival following local therapy (surgery or stereotactic radiosurgery) alone or local
therapy with whole brain radiation therapy

Author
(Year)

Description of Study

Data
Class

Conclusions

Kocher et al28
(2011)

Study description
RCT comparing WBRT to observation
after SRS or surgical resection on
duration of functional independence
(WHO performance status)
Patient population
359 patients with 1-3 brain metastases
with WHO performance status ≤2 who
had previously undergone either surgical
resection or SRS prior to randomized
intervention
Treatment regimen
SRS + observation (n = 100)
SRS + WBRT (n = 99)
Surgery + observation (n = 79)
Surgery + WBRT (n = 81)
Local therapy + WBRT arm (180 total)
Local therapy + Observation (179 total)

II

Results
Survival with functional independence (time to WHO PS>2)
Observation: 10 months
WBRT: 9.5 months
(HR = 0.96, p = 0.71)
At 2 years, 22.3% and 22.6% were alive and independent in the observation
and WBRT arms, respectively.
Progression-free survival
Observation: 3.4 months
WBRT: 4.6 months
(p = 0.020)
Overall survival
Observation: 10.9 months
WBRT: 10.7 months
(HR = 0.98, p = 0.89)
Author’s conclusions
After surgery or SRS, WBRT reduces the probability of intracranial relapses
from 80% to 50%, and is most pronounced after surgery. This is translated
into a modest PFS, but no improvement in OS. There was no difference in
functional independence between the 2 groups.
Comments and conclusions
In well-performing patients with otherwise stable systemic disease and 13metastases, who are initially treated with either radiosurgery or surgery,
WBRT can be withheld if serial imaging for follow-up is performed.
Regarding the patients undergoing resection of a single lesion, because
adjuvant irradiation substantially reduces the risk of recurrence in the tumor
bed, postoperative local irradiation should be an option that is investigated.
Designated class II since the primary endpoint was functional independence,
not PFS or OS.

WBRT 30 Gy in 10 fractions

Aoyama et al59 Study description
(2006)
RCT comparing patients with 1-4 brain
metastases receiving either WBRT +
SRS or SRS alone on overall survival,
recurrence, function, and cause of death.
Study closed early due to poor accrual.
Patient population
132 patients with 1-4 brain metastases
(each <3 cm in diameter).
No surgical resection performed prior to
treatment.
Treatment regimen
WBRT + SRS (n = 65)
SRS alone (n = 67)
WBRT 30 Gy in 10 fractions

III

Results
Survival (median and 1-year actuarial survival rate)
WBRT + SRS: 7.5 months and 38.5%
SRS alone: 8.0 months and 28.4%
(p = 0.42)
Intracranial recurrence rate at 12 months
WBRT + SRS: 46.8%
SRS alone: 76.4%
(p < 0.001)
Salvage intracranial treatment
WBRT + SRS: 10 patients
SRS alone: 29 patients
(p < 0.001)
Cause of death: Neurological causes
WBRT + SRS: 22.8%
SRS alone: 19.3%
(p = 0.64)
Author’s conclusions
Compared to SRS alone, the use of WBRT + SRS did not improve survival
for patients in this trial, but intracranial relapse occurred more frequently in
those not receiving WBRT.
Comments and conclusions
Between both groups, there was no difference in OS, but higher rates of
recurrence in the SRS only group lead to the more frequent need for salvage
treatment. Assigned class III due to early closure of study due to poor
accrual, resulting in lack of statistical power

Patchell et al58
(1998)
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Study description
RCT comparing patients with single
brain metastases who underwent surgical
resection followed by postoperative
WBRT vs observation on tumor
recurrence and survival.
Patient population
95 patients with single metastases to the
brain treated with complete surgical
resection
Treatment regimen
Surgery + WBRT (n = 49)
surgery + observation (n = 46)
WBRT 50.4 Gy in 28 fractions
Primary end point: intracranial
recurrence
Secondary end points: Overall survival,
cause of death, and preservation of
ability to function independently

I

Results
Tumor recurrence
Surgery + WBRT: 18%
surgery + observation: 70%
(p < 0.001)
WBRT prevented recurrence at the site of original metastases (10% vs. 46%,
p < 0.001) as well as other sites (14% vs. 37%, p < 0.01) vs. observation,
respectively.
Death from neurological causes
Surgery + WBRT: 14%
surgery + observation: 44%
(p = 0.003)
Overall survival
Surgery + WBRT: 48 weeks
surgery + observation: 43 weeks
(p = 0.39)
Author’s conclusions
Postoperative WBRT after complete surgical resection of a single metastasis
results in better control of disease in the brain and a reduction in the number
of deaths due to neurological causes.Due to the decreased death due to
neurologic causes, the authors recommended routine postoperative WBRT.
Comments and conclusions
Despite the reduction in brain recurrence rates and neurologic deaths,
postoperative WBRT did not result in an increased survival or improvement
in the length of time patients were able to function independently.

Gy, Gray; HR, hazard ratio; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; SRS, stereotactic radiosurgery; WBRT, whole brain
radiation therapy; WHO, World Health Organization.
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